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Executive Summary
▪

An estimated 12,000-13,000 people die each year as a result of air pollution.
Our goal is to save these lives and to improve the quality of life for Hungarians,
to increase the number of years they get to enjoy in good health. It is also
important to point out that air pollution is to a large extent an issue of poverty:
We need to ensure that the poor do not become the victims in the struggle for
clean air.

▪

The most important air pollutants are particulate matters and nitrogen-oxides.
Since a large portion of these are generated by transportation, this should also
be one of our main areas of focus in the effort to combat air pollution.

▪

Starting in 2030, new motor vehicles that rely only on internal combustion
(petrol or diesel) engines should no longer be allowed to register.

▪

Relying on our EU membership, we need to take an active part in scaling back
the importation of the most pollutive vehicles, while at home we should get rid
of the most pollutive cars by offering their owners benefits in exchange for
scrapping these cars.

▪

The use of electric cars and of smart solutions that reduce emissions should be
incentivised.

▪

Major cities need to create low-emission ‘clean zones’ and restructure their
parking policies and route tolls to account for the environmental classification
of the car in question.

▪

State credit guarantees should be used to incentivise the replacement of ship
engines.
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I.
•

What’s the problem?
Hungary has the fifth-lowest life expectancy at birth in the European Union.
The average lifespan of a Hungarian citizen is almost five years shorter than
that of the average European citizen. We are also nearly three years behind
the average in terms of the expected health years that Hungarians get to
enjoy after the age of 65.

•

Our bad health indicators are not the result of some unchangeable
Hungarian quality. The reasons are readily apparent – they stem from our
lifestyle, living patterns, the way our communities are organised and the
health hazards in our lives.

•

Air pollution is one of the main causes of public health harms in Hungary.
Hungarians lose roughly two health years because of air pollution – this is
the third worst statistic in the European Union. At least 12,000-13,000
people die in Hungary every year because of air pollution, while further tens
of thousands of people suffer serious health damage.

•

We could save these people by reducing air pollution, and as a result citizens’
average quality of life, their health condition and life satisfaction would
increase massively, not to mention the significant improvements we can
expect from the reduced pressure on the healthcare system.

In the following, we will start by identifying the primary sources of air pollution in
Hungary, and then we will put forward recommendations regarding the
transportation sector that could help save over 10,000 Hungarians each year.
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II.

The main sources and causes of air
pollution

▪

In addition to particulate matter generated primarily by residential heating,
the main pollutants in Hungary are nitrogen-oxides (NOx). Nitrogen-oxides
also play an important role in the emergence of ground-level ozone, which is
also highly pollutive.

▪

Nitrogen-oxides can reach even the deepest pockets of the human lung,
where they accumulate and damage the cell membranes and the mucous
membranes protecting the respiratory airways. As a result, they impair the
lung’s capacity to fend off infectious diseases, they worsen asthma
symptoms and lead to increased incidences of respiratory health conditions,
while they also increase the risk of many cardiovascular diseases.

▪

Nitrogen-oxides are distributed into the air mainly through the exhaust
fumes of motor vehicles and through gas heating, as well as through
agricultural activities. Despite technological advances, the emission of
nitrogen-oxides has remained basically unchanged in recent years.

What is the problem with transportation?
▪

Forty percent of Hungary’s entire nitrogen-oxide emissions and 5% of its
particulate matter emissions are generated by transportation.

▪

The number of cars in Hungary has increased by 28% since 2010. That is
why despite the advances in automobile technology, the level of air pollution
produced by this sector is not actually declining; instead, it has been
stagnating for a decade.
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•

A growing number of automobiles – imported primarily from Western
European countries – is being put into circulation, and we spend more time
driving than ever. The amounts of the registration taxes and excise duties
which need to be paid when a car is imported depends in part on the
environmental classification of the automobile in question; but the fee is also
influenced by the age of the car and the size of its engine. Thus, if someone
buys a fairly old car, the fees and taxes will be less likely to motivate him to
choose an environmentally friendlier model.

▪

Seen as a share of total emissions across Hungary, the emissions by internal
combustion engine automobiles make up a relatively low level of the total
air pollution. In inner city areas, however – and then fanning out from there
– transportation on public roads constitutes the biggest problem despite its
relatively low share of national-level emissions.

▪

One of the reasons behind the increased air pollution is a change in our
lifestyles. People use their cars for transportation more often than
previously, and this is not only caused by the fact that a growing number of
people can afford to drive their own cars. Another key reason is the
increasing sprawl of our cities, in other words the fact that many people
move from the inner city towards the metropolitan areas surrounding the
urban centre – often precisely on account of the bad air in the city – and they
use their cars to commute back downtown. The infrastructure of the suburbs
that thus emerges (schools, stores, etc.) is relatively sparse, and for lack of
quality transportation alternatives, cars are often the most practical
methods for getting around in these areas.

▪

At this point, electric cars do not work as a real alternative because of their
excessively high prices, the lack of a broad selection in the market for such
vehicles, and the underdevelopment of the relevant infrastructure to serve
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these vehicles (charging stations and maintenance/repair services).
Technological progress will probably resolve the first two problems within a
few years, but in the absence of powerful enough incentives, improvements
in the relevant infrastructure will be slow.
•

Apart from the emissions generated by cars, the emissions from ships also
constitute a massive health hazard. The primary problem in this context are
the soot, sulphur-dioxide and nitrogen-oxides emitted by diesel engines.
Some 80% of the roughly 100 ships that move about in Budapest are in
urgent need of an engine replacement – which is highly expensive, however.
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III. The recommendations of the
Equilibrium Institute
1. Developing access to alternative transportation
methods
▪

Electric cars need to become real alternatives for those who use automobiles
for transportation, primarily through the improvement of the charging and
maintenance infrastructure. In line with the relevant EU requirements, a
network of charging stations needs to be built which can ensure that electric
cars with a driving range of 100-200 kilometres can safely get to the next
charging station.

▪

The currently operating charging station networks and filling stations need
to be involved in the creation of this network, either by offering strong
incentives or even by enacting legislation compelling their cooperation, if
need be.

▪

The installation of significantly cheaper domestic charging stations should
be subsidised by the state either with zero-interest loans or the partial
assumption of the costs.

▪

The benefits currently associated with the green number plates (which are
currently used for electric and hybrid cars) should be retained, but in a way
which ensures that such plates are only available for cars with low
emissions.
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▪

Legislation needs to be adopted to mandate that starting in 2023, all state
and municipal bodies, as well as the companies owned by the latter, only be
allowed to buy electric motor cars.

▪

As an alternative to commuting and some of the business trips, public
transportation and bicycle infrastructure need to be improved. (The

Equilibrium Institute plans to publish a separate policy brief on the subject
in the near future).
▪

The central government and the municipalities need a long-term strategy to
manage the phenomenon of urban sprawl. The superfluous use of
automobiles needs to be counter-incentivised through the development of
the suburban infrastructure and the mass transportation systems.
Alternatively, city life needs to become more attractive to prevent people
from fleeing the downtown areas. Either way, it is imperative that action be
taken in this area since the failure to act will result in the worst possible
consequences. (The Equilibrium Institute plans to publish a separate policy

brief on the subject in the near future).
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2. Scaling back the use of the most polluting
vehicles
•

Like many other European countries, starting in 2030, Hungary, too, will
have to ban the sale of cars that only have internal combustion (petrol or
diesel) engines.

•

The importation of the most polluting cars into the European Union needs
to be scaled back. In setting import fees, we need to make use of our EU
membership to fight for a more prominent role of environmental
considerations, in order to ensure that it is not commercially worthwhile to
import massively polluting cars into the EU. To achieve this, we either need
a sliding scale which features rising fees for more polluting cars or we need
to completely ban the imports of certain types of vehicles (the most polluting
Euro categories or diesel engines).

▪

A program offering money for scrapping old cars needs to be launched, which
will allow us to progressively phase out the oldest and most polluting cars
(those classified as Euro 1, Euro 2 or worse). A good model to follow may be
the Romanian ‘Rabla’ program, in which the state subsidised the
replacement of 60,000 outdated automobiles.

▪

In order to reduce the pollution emitted by ships, state credit guarantees
need to be provided to incentivise the replacement of outdated ship engines,
and such subsidies should primarily aim at the electrification of water
transportation. Once they have docked, ships should be banned from using
diesel generators to provide for their electricity needs and they should be
required to plug into the port’s electric grid. To this end, the state should
support the development of the electric grids in the ports.
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3. Regulating urban motor vehicle use
▪

Clean zones, that is low-emission zones, should be created in the cities. The
most polluting cars should not be allowed to enter these designated innercity zones or they should only be allowed to do so in exchange for a high fee.
Examples to follow may be the models used in Berlin, Madrid or London.

▪

Parking fees and road tolls need to be restructured to take environmental
considerations into account. Large cars and/or heavily polluting cars need to
pay higher fees while those that are especially environmentally-friendly
need to be offered discounts. All Hungarian municipalities should extend
free parking to cars with green number plates, along with the free use of
motorways and tax incentives.

▪

In order to reduce the time people spend looking for parking (and the
emissions generated during this time), municipal governments should offer
benefits – parking-related or other types – to incentivise the use of apps that
support smart parking. The examples of London or San Francisco, among
many others, illustrate that these could be used to substantially reduce the
emissions from motor vehicles.

▪

Just like in many major European cities, in Hungarian cities, too, transit
traffic must be reduced and the drivers must be rerouted to the major
motorway routes, for example by blocking transit traffic. Reducing the speed
limits in residential areas could also contribute to this goal, and the latter
would also serve to reduce noise pollution and harmful emissions. That is
why the speed limit should be lowered to a uniform 30 kilometres per hour
on all minor/local roads. This would not only reduce greenhouse gas
emissions and air pollution but also significantly lower noise pollution in
residential areas.
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Area

Recommendation

Developing

The currently operating filling stations need to be

alternative modes

involved in the creation of a national network of stations

of transportation

for charging electric cars!

Developing

The installation of significantly cheaper domestic

alternative modes

charging stations should be subsidised by the state either

of transportation

with zero-interest loans or the partial assumption of the
costs!

Developing

Starting in 2023, all state and municipal bodies, as well

alternative modes

as the companies owned by the latter, should only be

of transportation

allowed to buy electric vehicles!

Developing

Mass transportation and bicycle infrastructure need to be

alternative modes

developed! (The Equilibrium Institute plans to publish a

of transportation

separate policy brief on the subject in the near future.)

Developing

A long-term strategy needs to be adopted to manage the

alternative modes

phenomenon known as “urban sprawl”! (The Equilibrium

of transportation

Institute plans to publish a separate policy brief on the
subject in the near future.)

Scaling back the

Starting in 2030, the sale or registration of new cars that

use of the most

only have internal combustion (petrol or diesel) engines

polluting vehicles

should no longer be allowed!

Scaling back the

The importation of the most polluting cars needs to be

use of the most

scaled back at the EU level!

polluting vehicles
Scaling back the

A program should be launched to subsidise the scrapping

use of the most

and replacement of old motor vehicles!

polluting vehicles
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Scaling back the

A state-provided credit guarantee should be used to

use of the most

incentivise the replacement of outdated ship engines!

polluting vehicles
Regulating urban

Clean zones, in other words low-emission zones, need to be

motor vehicle use

established in major urban areas!

Regulating urban

Cars that pollute less should pay lower parking fees and

motor vehicle use

route tolls!

Regulating urban

In the interest of reducing transit traffic, cars need to be

motor vehicle use

redirected

from

residential

areas

towards

major

motorways!
Regulating urban

The current speed limit on minor/local roads needs to be

motor vehicle use

lowered to a uniform 30 km/h everywhere!

Regulating urban

All Hungarian municipalities should extend free parking

motor vehicle use

and free access to the municipal clean zones to cars with
green number plates, along with the free use of motorways
and tax incentives for such vehicles!
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